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4HE IMPACT OF LARGE MAMMALIAN CARNIVORES ON TERRESTRIAL ECOSYS
TEMS HAS ALMOST CERTAINLY BEEN UNDERESTIMATED IN LARGE PART
BECAUSE THEIR NUMBERS HAVE BEEN SUPPRESSED FOR AT LEAST THE LAST
TWO HUNDRED YEARS "ASED ON MODERN OBSERVATIONS IT IS GENERALLY
BELIEVED THAT LARGE CARNIVORES ARE NOT CAPABLE OF LIMITING POPU
LATIONS OF MEGAHERBIVORES  KG	 SUCH AS ELEPHANTS AND THIS
PERCEPTION HAS BEEN EXTENDED INTO THE 0LEISTOCENE A TIME WHEN
MANY MORE HUGE HERBIVORES SUCH AS MAMMOTHS MASTODONS AND
GIANT GROUND SLOTHS ROAMED THE LANDSCAPE (OWEVER AS SHOWN
HERE THE SPECIES RICHNESS OF BIG CARNIVORES ALSO WAS GREATER IN THE
0LEISTOCENE AND MANY OF THEM WERE SIGNIlCANTLY LARGER THAN THEIR
MODERN COUNTERPARTS &OSSIL EVIDENCE SUGGESTS THAT INTERSPECIlC
COMPETITION AMONG CARNIVORES WAS RELATIVELY INTENSE AND REVEALS
THAT SOME INDIVIDUALS SPECIALIZED ON CONSUMING MEGAHERBIVORES
4O ESTIMATE THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF 0LEISTOCENE LARGE CARNIVORES
WE USE BOTH HISTORIC ANDMODERN DATA ON PREDATORPREY BODYMASS
RELATIONSHIPS TO PREDICT SIZE RANGES OF THEIR TYPICAL AND MAXIMUM
PREY WHEN HUNTING AS INDIVIDUALS AND IN GROUPS 4HESE PREY SIZE
RANGES ARE THEN COMPAREDWITH ESTIMATES OF JUVENILE AND SUBADULT
PROBOSCIDEAN BODY SIZES DERIVED FROM EXTANT ELEPHANT GROWTH
DATA 9OUNG PROBOSCIDEANS AT THEIR MOST VULNERABLE AGE FALL WITHIN
THE PREDICTED PREY SIZE RANGES OF MANY OF THE 0LEISTOCENE CAR
NIVORES 0REDATION ON JUVENILES CAN HAVE A GREATER IMPACT ON
MEGAHERBIVORES BECAUSE OF THEIR LONG INTERBIRTH INTERVALS AND CON
SEQUENTLY WE ARGUE THAT 0LEISTOCENE CARNIVORES HAD THE CAPACITY
TO AND LIKELY DID LIMIT MEGAHERBIVORE POPULATION SIZES
0LEISTOCENE | MEGAFAUNA | HYPERCARNIVORE | #ARNIVORA | MEGAHERBI
VORE
5IF SPMF PG MBSHF QSFEBUPST JO TIBQJOH BOE NBJOUBJOJOH 1MFJT
UPDFOF FDPTZTUFNT IBT IJTUPSJDBMMZ CFFO HSFBUMZ VOEFSFTUJNBUFE
MBSHFMZ CFDBVTF BDSPTT NVDI PG UIF QMBOFU BOE PWFS UIF MBTU ∼
ZFBST IVNBOT IBWF LFQU MBSHF FYUBOU QSFEBUPST BU SFMBUJWFMZ MPX
EFOTJUJFT BOE QPUFOUJBMMZ CFMPX MFWFMT XIFSF UIFZ DMFBSMZ NBLF
B EJGGFSFODF JO FDPTZTUFN GVODUJPOJOH *O BEEJUJPO CFDBVTF UIF
1MFJTUPDFOF JT DIBSBDUFSJ[FE CZ B IJHI EJWFSTJUZ PG NFHBIFSCJ
WPSFT 	 LH
 BOE CFDBVTF FYUBOU TQFDJFT JO UIJT TJ[F SBOHF
TVDI BT FMFQIBOUT BSF LOPXO UP SFEVDF UIF EFOTJUJFT BOE EJT
USJCVUJPOT PG NPSF BCVOEBOU NFEJVNTJ[FE IFSCJWPSFT 	
 JU
IBT CFFO BTTVNFE UIBU 1MFJTUPDFOF UFSSFTUSJBM DPNNVOJUJFT XFSF
NVDI NPSF JOGMVFODFE CZ UIF NFHBIFSCJWPSFT UIBO CZ UIF MBSHF
DBSOJWPSFT )PXFWFS JG UIF 1MFJTUPDFOF DBSOJWPSFT XFSF DBQBCMF
PG SFHVMBUJOH UIF NFHBIFSCJWPSF QPQVMBUJPOT UIFO UIFZ XPVME
CF DMBTTJGJFE BT LFZ FMFNFOUT PG B UPQEPXO GPSDFE FDPTZTUFN
1MFJTUPDFOF DBSOJWPSFT BSF OPU VTVBMMZ DPOTJEFSFE UP IBWF CFFO
SFHVMBS IVOUFST PG NFHBIFSCJWPSFT CBTFE PO PCTFSWBUJPOT UIBU UIF
MBSHFTU PG UIF MJWJOH QSFEBUPST 	MJPO UJHFS
 EP OPU PGUFO LJMM FYUBOU
NFHBIFSCJWPSFT QSPCBCMZ CFDBVTF PG UIF MBUUFSಬT MBSHF TJ[F BOE
XFMMEFWFMPQFE NBUFSOBM QSPUFDUJPO CFIBWJPST 	 
 )PXFWFS
UIF SPMF PG UFSSFTUSJBM 1MFJTUPDFOF QSFEBUPST JO UIFJS FDPTZTUFNT
JT EJGGJDVMU UP EJTDFSO CFDBVTF UIFZ JOUFSBDUFE XJUIJO NVDI NPSF
TQFDJFTSJDI HVJMET UIBO FYJTU UPEBZ BOE UIFTF HVJMET JODMVEFE
FYUJODU TQFDJFT GPS XIJDI XF IBWF OP BOBMPHT TVDI BT TBCFSUPPUI
DBUT BOE WFSZ MBSHF IZFOBT NBLJOH JU EJGGJDVMU UP QSFEJDU QSFZ
QSFGFSFODFT
*O UIJT BSUJDMF XF FTUJNBUF UIF QSFEBUPSZ JNQBDU PG MBSHF 	 
LH SFG 
 1MFJTUPDFOF DBSOJWPSFT VTJOH B WBSJFUZ PG EBUB GSPN UIF
GPTTJM SFDPSE JODMVEJOH TQFDJFT SJDIOFTT XJUIJO HVJMET QPQVMBUJPO
EFOTJUZ JOGFSFODFT CBTFE PO UPPUI XFBS BOE EJFUBSZ JOGFSFODFT
CBTFE PO TUBCMF JTPUPQF SBUJPT BT XFMM BT DBSOJWPSFQSPEVDFE CPOF
BDDVNVMBUJPOT *O BEEJUJPO XF VTF CPUI IJTUPSJDBM BOE SFDFOU EBUB
PO FYUBOU QSFEBUPSQSFZ SFMBUJPOTIJQT UP FTUJNBUF UIF QSFZ TJ[F
QSFGFSFODFT PG QSFIJTUPSJD DBSOJWPSFT BOE DPNQBSF UIFTF UP UIF
FTUJNBUFE TJ[FT PG UIFJS QPUFOUJBM QSFZ TQFDJGJDBMMZ KVWFOJMF BOE
ZPVOH BEVMU NBNNPUIT BOE NBTUPEPOT 5BLFO UPHFUIFS UIFTF
EBUB TVHHFTU UIBU 1MFJTUPDFOF DBSOJWPSFT IBE UIF DBQBDJUZ UP
BOE MJLFMZ EJE SFHVMBUF NFHBIFSCJWPSF QPQVMBUJPO TJ[FT UISPVHI
QSFEBUJPO PO KVWFOJMF BOE TVCBEVMU JOEJWJEVBMT
(VJMET PG -BSHF $BSOJWPSFT 5IFO BOE /PX
6TJOH TFWFSBM XFMM QSFTFSWFE GPTTJM MPDBMJUJFT UIBU SFQSFTFOU
CPUI UIF FBSMZ 	 NJMMJPO ZFBST CQ
 BOE MBUF 	 ZFBST
CQ
 1MFJTUPDFOF PG UIF 0ME BOE /FX 8PSME XF DPNQBSFE UIF
EJWFSTJUZ JO TQFDJFT TJ[F BOE SJDIOFTT BNPOH GPTTJM BOE DBSOJWPSF
HVJMET 	'JH  5BCMF 4
 *O HFOFSBM SFMBUJWF UP UISFF SFQSFTFO
UBUJWF HVJMET PG FYUBOU DBSOJWPSFT 1MFJTUPDFOF HVJMET UFOEFE UP
IBWF NPSF TQFDJFT PG DBSOJWPSFT XJUI NBTTFT HSFBUFS UIBO  LH
BOE UIFTF TQFDJFT UFOEFE UP CF MBSHFS JO NBTT 	'JH 
 5IF NFBO
TJ[F PG MBSHF IZQFSDBSOJWPSFT 	TQFDJFT XIPTF EJFUT DPOTJTU PG 
3IGNIlCANCE
4 4HE ROLE OF LARGE CARNIVOROUS MAMMALS IN CURBING THE POPU
LATIONS OF THE LARGEST HERBIVORES  KG	 SUCH AS ELEPHANTS
IS THOUGHT TO BE MINIMAL BOTH IN MODERN AND 0LEISTOCENE
TIMES (OWEVER 0LEISTOCENE CARNIVORES WERE MORE DIVERSE AND
MUCH LARGER THAN LIVING SPECIES 4O EXPLORE THEIR ECOLOGICAL
ROLES WE USE DATA ON PREDATORPREY BODYMASS RELATIONSHIPS TO
PREDICT THE PREY SIZE RANGES OF THESE EXTINCT CARNIVORES 4HESE
PREY SIZE RANGES ARE THEN COMPARED WITH ESTIMATES OF YOUNG
MAMMOTH SIZE AND IT IS APPARENT THAT JUVENILE MAMMOTHS AND
MASTODONSWEREWITHIN THE PREDICTED PREY SIZE RANGES OFMANY
OF THE 0LEISTOCENE CARNIVORES "ASED ON THIS AND OTHER FOSSIL
EVIDENCE WE ARGUE THAT 0LEISTOCENE CARNIVORES WERE ABLE TO
LIMIT MEGAHERBIVORE POPULATION SIZES











































































































































&IG  !	 0REDATOR GUILD COMPOSITION FOR FOUR 0LEISTOCENE AND THREE EXTANT
COMMUNITIES )NDICATED FOR EACH GUILD ARE THE TOTAL NUMBER OF SPECIES OF
CARNIVORANS HYPERCARNIVORES AND OMNIVORES EG URSIDS	 WITH MASSES KG
BLACK	 THE SUBSET OF THESE THAT ARE HYPERCARNIVORES GRAY	 AND THE SUBSET OF
THESE THAT ARE HYPERCARNIVORES WITH MASSES  KG RED	 "	 %STIMATED BODY
MASSES MEAN AND RANGE	 OF EXTANT RED	 AND EXTINCT BLACK	 HYPERCARNIVORES
3ABERTOOTH CATS ARE INDICATED BY SILHOUETTES &OR DETAILS ON THE LOCALITIES AND
SPECIES COMPOSITIONS AS WELL AS BODY MASS ESTIMATIONS SEE 3) -ATERIALS AND
-ETHODS
 NFBU
 JO UIF FYUBOU HVJMET SBOHFT GSPN  LH XIFSFBT
JU TQBOOFE  LH JO UIF GPTTJM HVJMET "MUIPVHI UIF NPTU
EJWFSTF NPEFSO "GSJDBO DPNNVOJUJFT BSF DPNQBSBCMF UP UIF MBUF
1MFJTUPDFOF HVJMET JO DPOUBJOJOH GJWF UP TJY MBSHF IZQFSDBSOJWPSFT
UIFZ JODMVEF POMZ POF IZQFSDBSOJWPSF UIBU FYDFFET  LH UIF MJPO
	1BOUIFSB MFP
 "U QSFTFOU 	BOE FYDMVEJOH QPMBS CFBST XIPTF EJFU
EFSJWFT GSPN NBSJOF FDPTZTUFNT
 UIFSF BSF POMZ UXP IZQFSDBSOJ
WPSFT UIBU FYDFFE  LH JO NBTT UIF BGPSFNFOUJPOFE MJPO BOE
UIF UJHFS 	1 UJHSJT
 BOE UIFTF BSF OPU GPVOE JO TZNQBUSZ *O UIF
MBUF 1MFJTUPDFOF UIFSF XFSF GPVS UP GJWF NPSF BOE JU XBT UZQJDBM
UP GJOE UXP UP UISFF JO TZNQBUSZ 	'JH 
 'PS FYBNQMF UIFSF
XFSF NBTTJWF TBCFSUPPUI GFMJET 	4NJMPEPO TQ )PNPUIFSJVN TQ

JO BEEJUJPO UPNVDI MBSHFS SFMBUJWFT PG UIF FYUBOU MJPO 	1BOUIFSB MFP
TQFMBFB 1 BUSPY
 JO CPUI UIF 0ME BOE /FX 8PSME BT XFMM BT IVHF
TQPUUFE IZFOBT 	$SPDVUB DSPDVUB TQFMBFB
 JO UIF 0ME 8PSME BOE
B SFMBUJWFMZ DBSOJWPSPVT FOPSNPVT CFBS 	"SDUPEVT TJNVT
 JO UIF
/FX8PSME 5IFTF 1MFJTUPDFOF HJBOUT XFSF BU MFBTU B UIJSE UPNPSF
UIBO UXJDF UIF NBTT PG UIFJS FYUBOU SFMBUJWFT 	'JH 
 .PSFPWFS
BT OPUFE BCPWF TPNF PG UIFTF TQFDJFT XFSF TBCFSUPPUI DBUT BO
FDPNPSQI XJUIPVU B DMPTF NPEFSO BOBMPH 5IFTF JNQPTJOH GFMJET
XFSF DIBSBDUFSJ[FE CZ B TVJUF PG BEBQUBUJPOT UIBU FOIBODFE UIFJS
BCJMJUZ UP LJMM SFMBUJWFMZ MBSHF QSFZ JODMVEJOH FOMBSHFE LOJGFMJLF
VQQFS DBOJOFT B MPOH OFDL BOE SPCVTU IFBWJMZ NVTDMFE GPSFMJNCT
	 
 /PUBCMZ OFBSMZ BMM 1MFJTUPDFOF QSFEBUPS HVJMET PVUTJEF PG
"VTUSBMJB JODMVEFE BU MFBTU POF BOE PGUFO UXP TQFDJFT PG MBSHF
TBCFSUPPUI DBU
8IBU DPVME IBWF TVQQPSUFE TVDI B IJHI EJWFSTJUZ PG DPFYJTU
JOH MBSHF QSFEBUPST 4BOEPN FU BM 	
 TIPXFE UIBU BU B HMPCBM
TDBMF MBSHF QSFEBUPS TQFDJFT SJDIOFTT XBT NPSF DMPTFMZ MJOLFE UP
QSFZ SJDIOFTT UIBO FJUIFS QSJNBSZ QSPEVDUJWJUZ PS DMJNBUF 5IJT
SFMBUJPOTIJQ XBT NPSF QSPOPVODFE XJUIJO TFUT PG TJNJMBS TJ[FE
QSFEBUPST BOE QSFZ UIBO BDSPTT UIFJS FOUJSF TBNQMF 0VS TVSWFZ
PG  QSFTFOU EBZ NBNNBMJBO GBVOBT 	TFF 4* .BUFSJBMT BOE
.FUIPET
 UIBU JODMVEF BU MFBTU POF TQFDJFT FBDI PG MBSHF IZQFSDBS
OJWPSF BOE NFHBIFSCJWPSF 	TQFDJFT   LH
 TVHHFTUT B QPTJUJWF
BTTPDJBUJPO CFUXFFO IZQFSDBSOJWPSF BOENFHBIFSCJWPSF EJWFSTJUZ
"T UIF OVNCFS PG NFHBIFSCJWPSF TQFDJFT JODSFBTFT TP EPFT UIF
MJLFMJIPPE PG GJOEJOH UISFF PS NPSF DPFYJTUJOH IZQFSDBSOJWPSFT
'PS FYBNQMF PG UIF  GBVOBT UIBU JODMVEF POF NFHBIFSCJWPSF
POMZ OJOF 	
 JODMVEF UISFF PS NPSF MBSHF IZQFSDBSOJWPSFT
#Z DPOUSBTU UIJT QFSDFOUBHF DMJNCT UP   	
 XIFO UXP
NFHBIFSCJWPSFT BSF QSFTFOU BOE GVSUIFS TUJMM UP  	

XIFO UISFF PS NPSF NFHBIFSCJWPSFT BSF QSFTFOU 5IF NBYJNVN
SJDIOFTT PG TJY DPFYJTUJOH MBSHF IZQFSDBSOJWPSFT JT GPVOE POMZ JO
DPNNVOJUJFT XJUI UISFF PS NPSF NFHBIFSCJWPSFT 5IJT QPTJUJWF
DPSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO IZQFSDBSOJWPSF EJWFSTJUZ BOE NFHBIFSCJWPSF
EJWFSTJUZ TVHHFTUT UIBU UIF QSFTFODF PG IVHF IFSCJWPSFT QSPNPUFT
PS BU MFBTU QFSNJUT DPFYJTUFODF BNPOH CJH QSFEBUPST 5IJT DPVME
CF EVF UP B WBSJFUZ PG DBVTFT (JWFO UIF TJ[F PG UIFJS DBSDBTTFT
JU JT QPTTJCMF UIBU NFHBIFSCJWPSFT BSF B TJHOJGJDBOU GPPE SFTPVSDF
GPS TDBWFOHJOH BOE IVOUJOH QSFEBUPST FTQFDJBMMZ PWFS MPOHFS
UJNFTDBMFT 	
 )PXFWFS JU JT BMTP QPTTJCMF UIBU UIF NFHBIFS
CJWPSFT UIFNTFMWFT DPVME NPEJGZ UIF FOWJSPONFOU JO XBZT UIBU
JODSFBTF IVOUJOH TVDDFTT CZ DSFBUJOHNPSF FEHF IBCJUBUT UIBU GBWPS
BNCVTI QSFEBUPST TVDI BT MJPOT PS CZ TIJGUJOH XPPEMBOE BOE
GPSFTU UPXBSET HSBTTMBOE UIVT JNQSPWJOH UIF IBCJUBU GPS DVSTPSJBM
IVOUFST TVDI BT "GSJDBO XJME EPHT BOE TQPUUFE IZFOBT 	

"MM GPVS PG UIF 1MFJTUPDFOF GPTTJM DPNNVOJUJFT XF JODMVEFE JO
PVS BOBMZTJT IBWF UXP UP TJY NFHBIFSCJWPSFT BOE GPVS UP TFWFO
MBSHF IZQFSDBSOJWPSFT UXP UP UISFF PG XIJDI FYDFFE  LH JO
NBTT *O UIF 0ME 8PSME UIF NFHBIFSCJWPSFT VTVBMMZ JODMVEF
NBNNPUI 	.BNNVUIVT TQ
 SIJOPDFSPT 	4UFQIBOPSIJOVT TQ PS
$PFMPEPOUB TQ
 BOE B HJBOU CPWJE 	1SBFPWJCPT TQ #JTPO TQ
4ZNCPT TQ PS #PT Q
 	
 *O UIF /FX 8PSME UIF TQFDJFT
SJDIOFTT PG NFHBIFSCJWPSFT XBT FWFO HSFBUFS JO QBSU EVF UP
UIF BEEJUJPO PG HJBOU HSPVOE TMPUIT UIBU FNJHSBUFE GSPN 4PVUI
JOUP /PSUI "NFSJDB BU MFBTU  NJMMJPO ZFBST BHP 	
 "U UIF
MBUF 1MFJTUPDFOF TJUF PG 3BODIP -B #SFB $BMJGPSOJB UIFSF XFSF
TJY NFHBIFSCJWPSFT UXP QSPCPTDJEFBOT 	.BNNVUIVT DPMVNCJ
.BNNVU BNFSJDBOVN
 HJBOU DBNFM 	$BNFMPQT IFTUFSOVT
 FYUJODU
CJTPO 	# BOUJRVVT
 BOE UXP HSPVOE TMPUIT 	.FHBMPOZY KFGGFSTPOJ
1BSBNZMPEPO IBSMBOJ
 	
/PU TVSQSJTJOHMZ UIJT TJUF BMTP FYIJCJUT
UIF HSFBUFTU SJDIOFTT PG IZQFSDBSOJWPSFT  LH 	O
 BDSPTT BMM
PVS GPTTJM HVJMET
(JWFO UIF HSFBUFS QSFWBMFODF PG WFSZ MBSHF 	 LH
 IZQFS
DBSOJWPSFT JO BTTPDJBUJPO XJUI NVMUJQMF NFHBIFSCJWPSFT JO 1MFJT
UPDFOF DPNNVOJUJFT BOE UIF PCTFSWBUJPO UIBU QSFZ TJ[F UFOET UP
JODSFBTF XJUI QSFEBUPS TJ[F 	 
 JU TFFNT MJLFMZ UIBU QSFEBUJPO
QSFTTVSF PO NFHBIFSCJWPSFT XBT HSFBUFS JO UIF QBTU UIBO JO UIF
QSFTFOU NBNNBMJBO DPNNVOJUJFT 5IJT TDFOBSJP NBLFT TFOTF
FTQFDJBMMZ JO MJHIU PG FWJEFODF UIBU TVQQPSUT TFMFDUJWF QSFEBUJPO CZ
MBSHF FYUBOU IZQFSDBSOJWPSFT VQPO NPSF WVMOFSBCMF BHF DMBTTFT PG
NFHBIFSCJWPSFT
1SFEBUJPO PO &YUBOU .FHBIFSCJWPSFT
*U JT PGUFO TUBUFE UIBU NPEFSO EBZ NFHBIFSCJWPSFT BSF MBSHFMZ
JNNVOF UP UIF FGGFDUT PG QSFEBUJPO EVF UP UIFJS NBTTJWF CPEJFT










































































































































Submission PDF&IG  0REDICTED TYPICAL DARK BLUE	 AND MAXIMUMLIGHT BLUE	 PREY SIZE RANGES HORIZONTAL BARS	 FORTHE EXTANT !FRICAN LION 0ANTHERA LEO	 AND LARGE EXTINCT 0LEISTOCENE PREDATORS SUPERIMPOSED ON THE ES
TIMATED SIZES OF JUVENILE PROBOSCIDEANS MAMMOTHS
AND MASTODONS	 AT DIFFERENT AGES VERTICAL STRIPES	
0REY SIZE RANGES ARE ESTIMATED BOTH FOR !	 SOLITARY
HUNTING AND "	 GROUP HUNTING 3IZE ESTIMATES FOR
MAMMOTHS ARE BASED ON DATA FROM LIVING ELEPHANTS
0REY SIZE RANGES FOR THE PREDATORS WERE BASED ON
KNOWN RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PREY SIZE AND PREDATOR
BODY MASS FOR EXTANT LARGE CARNIVORES &OR DETAILS SEE
3) -ATERIALS AND -ETHODS
OJMFT 	 
 .PEFSO KVWFOJMF FMFQIBOUT EP OPU TUSBZ GBS GSPN UIFJS
NPUIFSಬT TJEF VOUJM UIFZ BSF BCPVU  ZFBST PG BHF 	4* .BUFSJBMT
BOE.FUIPET
 /FWFSUIFMFTT B SFWJFX PG UIF MJUFSBUVSF SFWFBMT UIBU
ZPVOH "GSJDBO FMFQIBOUT BSF UBLFO SFHVMBSMZ FTQFDJBMMZ BU UIF FOE
PG UIF ESZ TFBTPO XIFO UIFZ NBZ CF NPSF TVTDFQUJCMF 	5BCMF 4

'PS FYBNQMF +PVCFSU 	
 PCTFSWFE  FMFQIBOUT LJMMFE CZ MJPOT
PWFS B UISFFZFBS QFSJPE JO $IPCF /BUJPOBM 1BSL #PUTXBOB XJUI
UXPUIJSET PG UIF LJMMT PO KVWFOJMFT BOE TVCBEVMMUT CFUXFFO  BOE
 ZFBST PME &MTFXIFSF JO "GSJDB  LJMMT PG FMFQIBOUT CZ MJPOT
XFSF PCTFSWFE JO ;JNCBCXF PWFS B TJYZFBS TQBO XJUI KVWFOJMFT
MFTT UIBO FJHIU ZFBST PG BHF CFJOH UBSHFUFE 	
 BOE TNBMMFS
OVNCFST PG LJMMT IBWF CFFO EPDVNFOUFE JO CPUI UIF $FOUSBM
"GSJDBO 3FQVCMJD 	
 BOE ,FOZB 	
 *O POF TUVEZ FMFQIBOU
NBEF VQ  PG UIF UPUBM CJPNBTT DPOTVNFE CZ MJPOT BOOVBMMZ
BOE FYDFFEFE UIF CJPNBTT DPOUSJCVUJPOT NBEF CZ BMM PUIFS QSFZ
FYDFQU CVGGBMP 	
 :PVOH SIJOPDFSPT BSF BMTP OPU JNNVOF UP
QSFEBUJPO CZ MJPOT BT FWJEFODFE CZ UISFF LJMMT PG TVCBEVMUT UIBU
XFSF NBEF PWFS UISFF NPOUIT JO &UPTIB /BUJPOBM 1BSL /BNJCJB
	
 (PEEBSE 	
 FTUJNBUFE UIBU  PG CMBDL SIJOPT ZPVOHFS
UIBO UXP ZFBST PME XFSF LJMMFE CZ MJPOT BOE TQPUUFE IZFOBT JO
&BTU 5TBWP 1BSL ,FOZB 4QPUUFE IZFOBT XFSF BMTP PCTFSWFE UP
LJMM GJWF ZPVOH FMFQIBOUT JO )XBOHF /BUJPOBM 1BSL ;JNCBCXF JO
B TJOHMF ZFBS 	
 5IVT JU JT DMFBS UIBU MJPOT BOE UP B MFTTFS FYUFOU
TQPUUFE IZFOBT BSF GVMMZ DBQBCMF PG LJMMJOH KVWFOJMF BOE TVCBEVMU
NFHBIFSCJWPSFT UIBU QSPCBCMZ XFJHI BT NVDI BT  LH
.PTU PGUFO UIF LJMMJOH PG NFHBIFSCJWPSFT JT BDDPNQMJTIFE
CZ B HSPVQ PG JOEJWJEVBMT XPSLJOH UPHFUIFS )VOUJOH JO HSPVQT
GBDJMJUBUFT UIF LJMMJOH PG MBSHF QSFZ BOE JO BDDPSE XJUI UIJT UIF
TVDDFTT SBUF GPS MJPOT UBLJOH FMFQIBOUT BQQFBST UP CF FOIBODFE
CZ MBSHF QSJEF TJ[F *O #PUTXBOB MJPOT XFSF PCTFSWFE UP SFHVMBSMZ
VTF B TUSBUFHZ JO XIJDI POF UP UXP MJPOT MFBQU POUP BOE CJU UIF CBDL
PG UIF WJDUJN XIJMF UXP UP GPVS PUIFST PO UIF HSPVOE XPSLFE UP
TFWFS UIF SFMBUJWFMZ UIJO GMFYPS NVTDMFT PG UIF IJOEMJNC SFTVMUJOH
JO SBQJE JNNPCJMJ[BUJPO 	
 0G  TVDI BUUFNQUT PO FMFQIBOUT
GPVS XFSF TVDDFTTGVM BMM PG XIJDI JOWPMWFE NPSF UIBO  PG UIF 
MJPOT JO UIF QSJEF 4JNJMBSMZ UIF QSJEF UIBU UPPL NPSF UIBO  FMF
QIBOUT JO UISFF ZFBST JO #PUTXBOB XBT BMTP MBSHF DPOTJTUJOH PG 
JOEJWJEVBMT 	
 5IJT TVHHFTUT UIBU MBSHF QSJEFT BSF QSFEJTQPTFE
UP BUUBDL MBSHF NFHBIFSCJWPSFT *G TP QSFEBUJPO PO FMFQIBOUT CZ
MJPOTNBZ CF MFTT GSFRVFOU OPX UIBO JO UIF QBTU CFDBVTF PG EFDMJOFT
JO MJPO QSJEF TJ[F EVF UP IVNBO QFSTFDVUJPO BOE SFEVDUJPOT JO QSFZ
QPQVMBUJPOT 	 
 -BSHFS QSJEF TJ[FT NBZ IBWF CFFO TFMFDUFE
BHBJOTU XJUI UIF BEWFOU PG MBSHF TDBMF IVNBO IVOUJOH BT UIFZ
DPVME IBWF CFFO B NPSF DPOTQJDVPVT UBSHFU *U JT XFMM LOPXO UIBU
UIF OVNCFS PG MJPOT JO "GSJDB IBT EFDMJOFE PWFS UIF QBTU  ZFBST
XIFSFBT UIFSF XFSF QFSIBQT  MJPOT PO UIF DPOUJOFOU JO
 UIFSF BSF OPX MFTT UIBO  	
 *U JT OPU DMFBS XIFUIFS
PS IPX DMPTFMZ QSJEF TJ[F TIPVME GPMMPX QPQVMBUJPO TJ[F CVU JO
&UPTIB /BUJPOBM 1BSL B  QPQVMBUJPO EFDMJOF PWFS  ZFBST
XBT BDDPNQBOJFE CZ B SFEVDUJPO JO UIF NFBO OVNCFS PG BEVMUT
QFS QSJEF GSPN UFO UP TJY 	

" SFWJFX PG "GSJDBO GBVOB IJTUPSJDBM SFDPSET JO UIF QFSJPE
 TVHHFTUT UIBU PVS QFSDFQUJPOT PG UZQJDBM MJPO QSJEF TJ[F
NBZ CF DPOTUSBJOFE CZ XIBU IBT CFFO PCTFSWFE PWFS UIF QBTU TJYUZ
ZFBST 	5BCMF 4
 " TVSWFZ PG QSJEF TJ[F BDSPTT  "GSJDBO SFTFSWFT
CFUXFFO  BOE  GPVOE B NFBO PG OJOF 	 GPVS
 BEVMUT
	
 CVU PMEFS SFDPSET JODMVEF NVMUJQMF SFQPSUT PG QSJEFT PG 
JOEJWJEVBMT BOE JO TPNF JOTUBODFT TVDI TJHIUJOHT XFSF OPU VOVTVBM
	SFG 
 'PS FYBNQMF 4JLFT 	
 DPNNFOUFE PO QSFEBUPS











































































































































XIFO TVDI XFMMLOPXO QFSTPOBMJUJFT BT -PSE %FMBNFSF IBCJUVBMMZ
FODPVOUFSFE QSJEFT PG VQ UP  MJPOT PO UIFJS SBODIFT JO ,FOZB
XIFO IVOUFST BMM UPP GSFRVFOUMZ TUVNCMFE PO QSJEFT PG CFUXFFO
 BOE  PO B LJMM PS XIFO UIF MPOF IPSTFNBO GPVOE IJNTFMG
TVSSPVOEFE CZ QBDLT PG CFUXFFO  BOE  $BQF IVOUJOH EPHT
UIFTF BOJNBMT XFSF TVGGJDJFOUMZ OVNFSPVT UP LFFQ FMFQIBOU DBMG
NPSUBMJUZ BU B IJHI MFWFMರ *G "GSJDBO MJPO QSJEFT XFSF TJHOJGJDBOUMZ
MBSHFS JO UIF QBTU BT UIF IJTUPSJDBM SFDPSE TVHHFTUT UIFO QSFEBUJPO
PO FMFQIBOUT NBZ IBWF CFFO B NPSF SFHVMBS PDDVSSFODF UIBO JT
PCTFSWFE UPEBZ
1MFJTUPDFOF 1SFEBUPS (SPVQ 4J[F BOE 1PQVMBUJPO %FOTJUZ
5ZQJDBM HSPVQ TJ[FT GPS 1MFJTUPDFOF QSFEBUPST BSF EJGGJDVMU JG
OPU JNQPTTJCMF UP EFUFSNJOF CVU UIFSF BSF SFBTPOT UP CFMJFWF
UIBU TFMFDUJPO XPVME IBWF GBWPSFE TPDJBMJUZ BOE UIF FYJTUFODF PG
MBSHF QSJEFT DMBOT BOE QBDLT 5IF HSFBUFTU EJWFSTJUZ PG TPDJBM
QSFEBUPS TQFDJFT UPEBZ JT GPVOE JO "GSJDBO TBWBOOBIXPPEMBOE
FOWJSPONFOUT XIFSF MJPOT TQPUUFE IZFOBT "GSJDBO XJME EPHT BOE
UP B MFTTFS FYUFOU DIFFUBIT 	"DJOPOZY KVCBUVT
 BMM IVOU JO HSPVQT
*O BEEJUJPO UP FYQBOEJOH UIF TJ[F PG QSFZ UIBU UIFZ DBO LJMM XPSLJOH
JO HSPVQT BMMPXT BMM CVU UIF DIFFUBI UP CFUUFS EFGFOE UIFJS LJMMT
BHBJOTU DBSDBTT UIFGU 	LMFQUPQBSBTJUJTN
 *O BHHSFTTJWF JOUFSBDUJPOT
PWFS DBSDBTTFT CFUXFFO MJPOT BOE IZFOBT PS XJME EPHT BOE IZFOBT
HSPVQ TJ[F JT BO JNQPSUBOU EFUFSNJOBOU PG XIP XJOT 	 

5IF GSFRVFODZ PG LMFQUPQBSBTJUJTN JODSFBTFT XJUI UIF EFOTJUZ PG
QSFEBUPST 	
 BOE UIVT IJHIFS QSFEBUPS EFOTJUJFT TVDI BT UIPTF
GPVOE JO "GSJDB GBWPS UIF FWPMVUJPO PG TPDJBMJUZ BNPOH MBSHF
IZQFSDBSOJWPSFT .PSFPWFS JO SFMBUJWFMZ PQFO FOWJSPONFOUT TVDI
BT TBWBOOBIXPPEMBOE XJUI WVMUVSFT DJSDMJOH PWFSIFBE JO TFBSDI
PG DBSSJPO UIF BCJMJUZ UP EFUFDU LJMMT NBEF CZ PUIFST JT QSPCBCMZ
FOIBODFE 	
 JODSFBTJOH UIF GSFRVFODZ PG BHHSFTTJWF FODPVOUFST
PWFS LJMMT
*U TFFNT MJLFMZ UIBU QSFEBUPS EFOTJUJFT BOE HSPVQ TJ[FT DPVME
IBWF CFFO NVDI HSFBUFS UIBO BU QSFTFOU HJWFO UIF NVMUJQMF
BOUISPQPHFOJD GPSDFT UIBU DVSSFOUMZ UFOE UP MJNJU MBSHF DBSOJWPSF
BCVOEBODF TVDI BT IBCJUBU MPTT DPNQFUJUJPO GPS QSFZ BOE EJSFDU
QFSTFDVUJPO 	
 *G QSFEBUPS EFOTJUJFT XFSF IJHIFS JO UIF 1MFJT
UPDFOF UIBO BU QSFTFOU UIFO JU JT MJLFMZ UIBU BUUFNQUT BU LMFQ
UPQBSBTJUJTN XFSF B DPNNPO PDDVSSFODF BOE UIJT JO UVSO XPVME
GBWPS MBSHF HSPVQ TJ[FT 	
 .PSFPWFS JOEJSFDU FWJEFODF GSPN
SBUFT PG UPPUI XFBS BOE GSBDUVSF JO 1MFJTUPDFOF DBSOJWPSFT TVHHFTUT
FMFWBUFE MFWFMT PG DPNQFUJUJPO GPS GPPE 	JCJE 7BO 7BMLFOCVSHI
BOE 3JQQMF 
 B TJUVBUJPO MJLFMZ EFGJOFE CZ IJHI QSFEBUPS
EFOTJUJFT XIFSF MBSHFS HSPVQ TJ[FT XPVME CF BEWBOUBHFPVT CPUI
GPS EFGFOTF PG B LJMM BOE CFDBVTF QSFZ DPVME CFNPSF FGGJDJFOUMZ VUJ
MJ[FE 	7VDFUJDI FU BM 
 )JHI SBUFT PG UPPUI XFBS BOE GSBDUVSFT
BSF XJEFTQSFBE BNPOH GPTTJMT PG MBSHF 1MFJTUPDFOF DBSOJWPSFT 'PS
FYBNQMF MBSHF /FX 8PSME QSFEBUPST PG UIF 1MFJTUPDFOF FYIJCJU
SBUFT PG UPPUI GSBDUVSF UIBU BSF BT NVDI BT UISFF UP GJWF UJNFT
UIBU PG UIFJS NPEFSO DPVOUFSQBSUT 	
 7FSZ IJHI SBUFT PG UPPUI
GSBDUVSF BSF BMTP QSFTFOU JO 1MFJTUPDFOF HSBZ XPMWFT GSPN (SFBU
#SJUBJO EBUFE CFUXFFO  UP  UIPVTBOE ZFBST BHP 	
 BOE MBUF
1MFJTUPDFOF DBWF MJPOT BOE DBWF IZFOBT GSPN ;PPMJUIFO $BWF
(FSNBOZ 	5BCMF 4
 %BUB GSPN NPEFSO DBSOJWPSFT JOEJDBUF UIBU
CPUI UIF OVNCFS PG UFFUI CSPLFO JO MJGF BOE SBUFT PG UPPUI XFBS
BSF HSFBUFS XIFO NPSF CPOF JT FBUFO B CFIBWJPS UIBU JODSFBTFT
XIFO QSFZ BSF NPSF EJGGJDVMU UP BDRVJSF 	 
 5IF FMFWBUFE
UPPUI GSBDUVSF GSFRVFODJFT PCTFSWFE BNPOH NVMUJQMF TQFDJFT PG
1MFJTUPDFOF DBSOJWPSFT TVHHFTU BO FDPTZTUFN JO XIJDI UIF SFMBUJWF
EFOTJUZ PG QSFEBUPST UP QSFZ XBT IJHI BOE UIVT DPNQFUJUJPO GPS
DBSDBTTFT XBT JOUFOTF MFBEJOH UP NPSF GSFRVFOU JOUSB BOE JOUFS
TQFDJGJD DPOGSPOUBUJPOT PWFS LJMMT 5IJT JO UVSO XPVME GBWPS MBSHFS
HSPVQ TJ[FT BT XFMM BT NPSF DPNQMFUF DPOTVNQUJPO PG DBSDBTTFT
JODMVEJOH CPOFT
&TUJNBUJOH 1MFJTUPDFOF 1SFEBUPS1SFZ 1SFGFSFODFT
5IF QSFZ QSFGFSFODFT PG FYUBOU MBSHF DBSOJWPSFT IBWF SFDFOUMZ
CFFO SFWJFXFE JO B TFSJFT PG QBQFST CZ )BZXBSE BOE DPMMFBHVFT
	TFF 4* .BUFSJBMT BOE.FUIPET
 5IFTF EBUB XFSF VTFE UP DPOTUSVDU
SFHSFTTJPO FRVBUJPOT PG BDDFTTJCMF 	UZQJDBM
 BOE MBSHFTU QSFZ CPEZ
NBTT BHBJOTU QSFEBUPS CPEZ NBTT GPS FYUBOU TQFDJFT IVOUJOH BMPOF
PS JO HSPVQT BOE UIFTF XFSF FYUSBQPMBUFE UP QSFEJDU UIF QSFZ
TJ[FT PG FYUJODU TQFDJFT 	'JH  5BCMF 4 'JH 4
 4FWFSBM PG UIF
MBSHF 1MFJTUPDFOF IZQFSDBSOJWPSFT XFSF MJLFMZ UP IBWF CFFO TPDJBM
CBTFE PO UIFJS NPSQIPMPHZ BOE UIFJS FYUBOU SFMBUJWFT TVDI BT UIF
EJSF XPMG 	$BOJT EJSVT
 HSBZ XPMG 	$ MVQVT
 BOE DBWF IZFOB 	$D
TQFMBFB
 "MM PG UIFTF TQFDJFT BSF MBSHF DVSTPSJBM QSFEBUPST UIBU
BSF VOBCMF UP HSBQQMF XJUI UIFJS QSFZ BOE JOTUFBE NVTU TVCEVF
QSFZ XJUI UIFJS KBXT BMPOF $POTFRVFOUMZ JU JT WFSZ EJGGJDVMU GPS
B TPMJUBSZ JOEJWJEVBM DVSTPS UP LJMM QSFZ NVDI MBSHFS UIBO JUTFMG
TP IVOUJOH JO HSPVQT JT GBWPSFE 'FMJET BSF OPU TP DPOTUSBJOFE CZ
UIFJS BOBUPNZ BOE UIFSFGPSF TJOHMF JOEJWJEVBMT DBO LJMM SFMBUJWFMZ
MBSHF QSFZ /FWFSUIFMFTT IVOUJOH JO HSPVQT EPFT FYUFOE UIF TJ[F
SBOHF PG QSFZ UIBU DBO CF LJMMFE BOE NBZ JODSFBTF IVOUJOH TVDDFTT
PO WFSZ MBSHF QSFZ 	TFF CFMPX
 TP JU JT QPTTJCMF UIBU TPNF PS BMM
PG UIF MBSHF 1MFJTUPDFOF GFMJET 	)PNPUIFSJVN 4NJMPEPO 1 BUSPY
1 MFP TQFMBFB
 XFSF TPDJBM BU UJNFT "SHVNFOUT IBWF CFFO NBEF
JO GBWPS PG TPDJBMJUZ JO BMM UISFF 	 
 CVU PUIFST IBWF EJTBHSFFE
	
 #FDBVTF JU JT EJGGJDVMU UP CF DPOGJEFOU PG UIF TPDJBM CFIBWJPS
PG FYUJODU TQFDJFT XF FTUJNBUFE QSFZ TJ[FT GPS BMM TQFDJFT BT CPUI
TPMJUBSZ JOEJWJEVBMT BOE HSPVQT
8JUI UIF FYDFQUJPO PG UIF EJSF XPMG UIF FTUJNBUFE UZQJDBM
QSFZ TJ[F SBOHFT PG UIF 1MFJTUPDFOF TQFDJFT FYDFFE UIBU PG UIF
"GSJDBO MJPO 	'JH 
 8IFSFBT UIF UZQJDBM SBOHF PG QSFZ GPS B
TPMJUBSZ "GSJDBO MJPO XPVME OPU JODMVEF  ZFBS PME NBNNPUIT
BMM GPVS PG UIF 1MFJTUPDFOF GFMJET BSF QSFEJDUFE UP IBWF JODMVEFE
UIFN BT UZQJDBM QSFZ BOE UIJT JT XJUIPVU BOZ DPOTJEFSBUJPO PG
UIF TQFDJBM XFBQPOSZ PG UIF TBCFSUPPUIT 5IF NBYJNVN QSFZ
TJ[FT GPS UIF GPTTJM DBUT BMTP FYDFFE UIBU TIPXO GPS UIF FYUBOU
MJPO XJUI FBDI CFJOH DBQBCMF PG LJMMJOH OJOFZFBS PME TVCBEVMU
QSPCPTDJEFBOT )VOUJOH JO HSPVQT JODSFBTFT UIF VQQFS SBOHF PG
BWBJMBCMF QSFZ TJ[FT BOE UIF EJGGFSFODF CFUXFFO UIF FYUBOU MJPO
BOE 1MFJTUPDFOF TQFDJFT JT NPTU BQQBSFOU JO UFSNT PG UIF QSFEJDUFE
NBYJNVN TJ[F PG QSFZ 5IF FYUJODU DBUT BSF FTUJNBUFE UP IBWF
CFFO BCMF UP LJMM BEVMUT XJUI NBTTFT CFUXFFO  LH 	)PNPUI
FSJVN TQQ
 BOE  LH 	1BUSPY 1M TQFMBFB
 UIVT FODPNQBTTJOH
UIF TJ[F PG GFNBMF BEVMU BOE ZPVOH NBMF BEVMU QSPCPTDJEFBOT
	'JH  'JH 4
 5IFTF EBUB TVHHFTU UIBU KVWFOJMF QSPCPTDJEFBOT
SIJOPT BOE HSPVOE TMPUIT XPVME BMM IBWF CFFO XFMM XJUIJO UIF
SFBMN PG QPTTJCJMJUZ GPS NBOZ PG UIFTF FYUJODU IZQFSDBSOJWPSFT
"EVMU NFHBIFSCJWPSFT EP BQQFBS UP IBWF CFFO PVUTJEF UIF UZQJDBM
QSFZ TJ[F SBOHF PG 1MFJTUPDFOF IZQFSDBSOJWPSFT FWFO XJUI HSPVQ
IVOUJOH TVHHFTUJOH UIBU UIF QSFEBUPST XPVME IBWF MJNJUFE UIFJS
QPQVMBUJPOT UISPVHI QSFEBUJPO PO ZPVOHFS JOEJWJEVBMT *O "GSJDB
UPEBZ UPQEPXO SFHVMBUJPO PG FMFQIBOUT CZ OPOIVNBO QSFEBUPST
IBT OPU CFFO PCTFSWFE JO MBSHF QBSU CFDBVTF NBUFSOBM EFGFOTF PG
KVWFOJMFT BQQFBST UP HSFBUMZ JOIJCJU TVDDFTTGVM BUUBDLT CZ QSFEBUPST
IVOUJOH JO UIF SFMBUJWFMZ TNBMM HSPVQ TJ[FT XF DVSSFOUMZ PCTFSWF
	TFF BCPWF

5IF GPTTJM SFDPSE BMTP QSPWJEFT TPNF MJNJUFE EBUB JOEJDBUJOH
UIBU 1MFJTUPDFOF DBSOJWPSFT DPOTVNFE NFHBIFSCJWPSFT 4UVEJFT
PG DBSCPO BOE OJUSPHFO TUBCMF JTPUPQF SBUJPT JO B OVNCFS PG
MBSHF TQFDJFT TVHHFTU UIBU NPTU JOEJWJEVBMT XFSF HFOFSBMJTUT UIBU
DPOTVNFE B NJY PG MBSHF VOHVMBUFT CVU TPNF JOEJWJEVBMT PG HSBZ
XPMWFT BOE DBWF IZFOBT TQFDJBMJ[FE PONBNNPUI 	TFF 4*.BUFSJBMT
BOE .FUIPET
 *O BEEJUJPO UP UIF TUBCMF JTPUPQF EBUB UIFSF JT
FWJEFODF PG B QSFGFSFODF GPS NFHBIFSCJWPSFT GSPN TFWFSBM GPT
TJMJ[FE EFO TJUFT PG CPUI DBWF IZFOBT 	 
 BOE UIF TBCFSUPPUI
DBU )PNPUIFSJVN TFSVN 	
 5IFTF EFO TJUFT JODMVEF OVNFSPVT
UPPUINBSLFE CPOFT PG KVWFOJMF XPPMMZ NBNNPUI BOE SIJOPDFSPT
JO UIF DBTF PG UIF DBWF IZFOBT BOE KVWFOJMF $PMVNCJBONBNNPUI
JO UIF DBTF PG UIF TBCFSUPPUI DBU 5IF QSFEPNJOBODF PG KVWFOJMF
QSFZ TVHHFTUT UIBU NPTU PS BMM PG UIFTF JOEJWJEVBMT XFSF LJMMFE
SBUIFS UIBO TDBWFOHFE 	













































































































































0UIFST CFGPSF VT IBWF WJFXFE UIF MBSHF IZQFSDBSOJWPSFT PG UIF
1MFJTUPDFOF BT FGGFDUJWF QSFEBUPST PG NFHBIFSCJWPSFT 	FH SFGT
 
 CVU GFX IBWF BEESFTTFE UIF JTTVF PG XIFUIFS UIJT SFTVMUFE
JO MJNJUJOH NFHBIFSCJWPSF QPQVMBUJPOT UIPVHI 3JQQMF BOE 7BO
7BMLFOCVSHI 	
 TZOUIFTJ[FE NVMUJQMF MJOFT PG FWJEFODF TVHHFTU
JOH UIBU UIF NFHBGBVOB PG UIF /PSUI "NFSJDBO 1MFJTUPDFOF XFSF
QSJNBSJMZ QSFEBUPSMJNJUFE BOE BU MPX EFOTJUJFT 5IF QSFWBJMJOH
PQJOJPO TFFNT UP CF TJNJMBS UP UIBU PG 0XFO4NJUI 	
 XIP XSPUF
ಯQSJPS UP IVNBO BSSJWBM QPQVMBUJPOT PG NBNNPUIT NBTUPEPOU
BOE HSPVOE TMPUI XPVME IBWF FYJTUFE BU TBUVSBUJPO MFWFMT XIFSF
GVSUIFS JODSFBTF XBT QSFWFOUFE CZ GPPE MJNJUBUJPOರ 5IJT EPFT
OPU TUBUF EJSFDUMZ UIBU QSFEBUPST XFSF JSSFMFWBOU UP SFEVDJOH UIF
OVNCFST PG NFHBIFSCJWPSFT CVU JU JT TUSPOHMZ JNQMJFE BOE JT
CBTFE PO PCTFSWBUJPOT PG MJWJOH TZTUFNT 5IF DPODMVTJPO UIBU
NFHBIFSCJWPSFT XFSF BU TBUVSBUJPO MFWFMT TFFNT JNQSPCBCMF HJWFO
UIF HSFBUFS QIZTJDBM DBQBDJUJFT PG UIF 1MFJTUPDFOF IZQFSDBSOJWPSFT
BT XFMM BT FWJEFODF UIBU TQFDJFT XJUI UIF MPX SFQSPEVDUJWF SBUFT
UZQJDBM PG NFHBIFSCJWPSFT BSF TVTDFQUJCMF UP QPQVMBUJPO SFEVD
UJPO VOEFS DPOEJUJPOT PG SFMBUJWFMZ MPX QSFEBUJPO QSFTTVSF 	

5IF HSFBUFS WVMOFSBCJMJUZ PG TQFDJFT XJUI MPX SFQSPEVDUJWF
SBUFT UP FYUJODUJPO JT BQQBSFOU GSPN B  	SFG 
 BOBMZTJT
PG FYUJODUJPO QBUUFSOT BNPOH OJOF HSPVQT PG NBNNBMT 	
TQFDJFT
 UIBU MPTU UISFF PS NPSF TQFDJFT BU PS OFBS UIF FOE PG
UIF 1MFJTUPDFOF 4QFDJFT XJUI SFQSPEVDUJWF SBUFT PG MFTT UIBO
POF PGGTQSJOH QFS GFNBMF QFS ZFBS XFSF NVDI NPSF MJLFMZ UP
IBWF HPOF FYUJODU UIBO UIPTF XJUI GBTUFS SFQSPEVDUJWF SBUFT 5IJT
BOBMZTJT EJE OPU JODMVEF TPNF TQFDJFT PG FYUJODU NFHBGBVOB TVDI
BT NBNNPUIT NBTUPEPOUT BOE HSPVOE TMPUIT CVU JU JT BMNPTU
DFSUBJO UIBU BMM UIFTF TQFDJFT IBE WFSZ MPX SFQSPEVDUJWF SBUFT
"DDPSEJOH UP UIF 1BO5)&3*" EBUBCBTF GPS FYUBOU NBNNBMT
	IUUQFTBQVCTPSHBSDIJWFFDPMF NFUBEBUBIUN
  PG
UIF  VOHVMBUF TQFDJFT XJUI NBTTFT HSFBUFS UIBO  LH IBWF
JOUFSCJSUI JOUFSWBMT UIBU FYDFFE POF ZFBS BOE PG UIFTF OJOF PG
UIF  TQFDJFT XJUI NBTTFT HSFBUFS UIBO  LH IBWF JOUFSCJSUI
JOUFSWBMT UIBU FYDFFE UXP ZFBST 	'JHVSF 4
 *OEFFE FTUJNBUFT
PG XFBOJOH BHF GSPN TUBCMF JTPUPQF BOBMZTJT BOE UPPUI XFBS JO
XPPMZ NBNNPUIT QPJOU UP XFBOJOH BHFT PG BU MFBTU  BOE JO
POF DBTF NPSF UIBO GJWF ZFBST 	TFF 4* .BUFSJBMT BOE .FUIPET

BOE 'JTIFS 	FH SFG 
 QSFTFOUFE FWJEFODF GSPN DZDMJD QBUUFSOT
PG BOOVBM HSPXUI JODSFNFOUT JO UVTLT PG GFNBMF NBTUPEPOT UIBU
DBMWJOH JOUFSWBMT XFSF UZQJDBMMZ UISFF UP GPVS ZFBST "MUIPVHI UIFSF
BSF TNBMM NBNNBMT XJUI SFMBUJWFMZ TMPX SFQSPEVDUJWF SBUFT TVDI
BT FDIJEOBT UIFSF BSF OP WFSZ MBSHF NBNNBMT XJUI SFMBUJWFMZ IJHI
SFQSPEVDUJWF SBUFT 	
 UIVT JU JT TBGF UP BTTVNF UIBU UIF FYUJODU
NFHBIFSCJWPSFT IBE JOUFSCJSUI JOUFSWBMT UIBU FYDFFEFE POF ZFBS
BOE DPVME IBWF CFFO GPVS ZFBST PS NPSF BT JT UZQJDBM PG "GSJDBO
FMFQIBOUT 	TFF 4* .BUFSJBMT BOE .FUIPET GPS NPSF EFUBJMT
 (JWFO
TVDI MPX GFDVOEJUZ QSFEBUJPO QSFTTVSF XPVME OPU IBWF UP CF IJHI
JO PSEFS UP LFFQ NPSUBMJUZ SBUFT BCPWF SFDSVJUNFOU SBUFT UIFSFCZ
MJNJUJOH QPQVMBUJPO HSPXUI
*U JT MJLFMZ UIBU 1MFJTUPDFOF DBSOJWPSFT QSFGFSFOUJBMMZ QSFZFE PO
KVWFOJMF SBUIFS UIBO BEVMU NFHBIFSCJWPSFT "NPOH FYUBOU MBSHF
QSFEBUPST UIF QSPQPSUJPO PG QSFZ UIBU BSF KVWFOJMFT JODSFBTFT XJUI
QSFZ TJ[F MJWJOH TQPUUFE IZFOBT UFOE UP UBLF KVWFOJMFT PG TNBMMFS
BOE NFEJVN TJ[F VOHVMBUFT JO QSPQPSUJPO UP UIFJS BCVOEBODF
CVU TIJGU UP UBLJOH NPTUMZ PS BMM KVWFOJMFT PG WFSZ MBSHF QSFZ TVDI
BT HJSBGGFT CMBDL SIJOPT BOE FMFQIBOUT 	
 $MFBSMZ UIJT JT B
DPOTFRVFODF PG UIF NVDI HSFBUFS DIBMMFOHF PG LJMMJOH BEVMUT
1SFEBUJPO PO KVWFOJMFT DBO IBWF B TJHOJGJDBOU JNQBDU PO VOHVMBUF
QPQVMBUJPO HSPXUI 'PS FYBNQMF NPSF UIBO  PG UIF BOOVBM
NPSUBMJUZ PG NPPTF 	"MDFT BMDFT
 DBO CF BTDSJCFE UP CSPXO CFBS
	6STVT BSDUPT
 QSFEBUJPO PO DBMWFT JO TPNF SFTFSWFT 	
 4JNJMBSMZ
CSPXO CFBST JO:FMMPXTUPOF/BUJPOBM 1BSL LJMM NPSF UIBO  FML
DBMWFT 	$FSWVT FMFQIVT
 FWFSZ TQSJOH B OVNCFS UIBU FYDFFET UIF
DPNCJOFE UPUBM OVNCFS PG FML DBMWFT LJMMFE BOOVBMMZ CZ XPMWFT
DPZPUFT BOE DPVHBST 	

"MUIPVHI UIFPSFUJDBM FWJEFODF TVQQPSUT UIF JEFB UIBU QPQV
MBUJPOT PG NFEJVN UP MBSHF TJ[FE IFSCJWPSF XFSF MJNJUFE CZ MBSHF
1MFJTUPDFOF IZQFSDBSOJWPSFT 	 
 JU JT MFTT DMFBS XIFUIFS UIJT
BQQMJFT UP NFHBIFSCJWPSFT 8F TVHHFTU UIBU MBSHF IZQFSDBSOJWPSFT
NVTU IBWF MJNJUFE BU MFBTU UIF QSPCPTDJEFBOT HJWFO UIF JNQSFTTJWF
JNQBDU UIFTF TQFDJFT IBWF PO WFHFUBUJPO TUSVDUVSF BOE RVBMJUZ
#BTFE PO TUVEJFT PG NPEFSO "GSJDBO FMFQIBOUT JU JT OPU DMFBS
UIBU UIFZ DBO FGGFDUJWFMZ TFMGSFHVMBUF BOE NBJOUBJO UIFJS OVNCFST
BU MFWFMT UIBU BMMPX GPS B TVTUBJOBCMF FYJTUFODF PG B IFBMUIZ QPQ
VMBUJPO (PVHI BOE ,FSMFZ 	
 GPVOE OP FWJEFODF GPS EFOTJUZ
EFQFOEFOU SFHVMBUJPO JO B 4PVUI"GSJDBO FMFQIBOU QPQVMBUJPO UIBU
UIFZ TUVEJFE CFUXFFO  BOE  #JSUI SBUFT BOE
PWFSBMM QPQVMBUJPO HSPXUI SBUF EJE OPU TMPX BT FMFQIBOU EFOTJUZ
SPTF EFTQJUF TFSJPVT EFDMJOFT JO QMBOU CJPNBTT BOE CJPEJWFSTJUZ
0G DPVSTF JU NJHIU CF BSHVFE UIBU IVNBO BDUJWJUJFT IBWF MJNJUFE
FMFQIBOUT UP SFTFSWFT UIBU BSF UPP TNBMM BOE JO UIF QBTU UIFZ
XPVME IBWF NPWFE GSPN BSFBT PG MPX GPSBHF RVBMJUZ UP BSFBT PG
CFUUFS RVBMJUZ BT OFFEFE )PXFWFS JU TFFNT MJLFMZ UIBU FMFQIBOU
EFOTJUJFT XPVME IBWF CFFO NVDI HSFBUFS QSJPS UP UIF FYQBOTJPO PG
NPEFSO BOE FTQFDJBMMZ JOEVTUSJBMJ[FE IVNBOT BOE DPOTFRVFOUMZ
BOZ BQQSPQSJBUF IBCJUBUT XPVME IBWF CFFO GVMMZ PDDVQJFE CZ FMF
QIBOUT UIVT MJNJUJOH UIFJS BCJMJUZ UP FYQBOE UIFJS GPSBHJOH SBOHF
3FNBSLBCMZ "GSJDB XBT IPNF UP GPVS TQFDJFT PG FMFQIBOUT PWFS
NVDI PG UIF 1MFJTUPDFOF XJUI UISFF PG UIFN DPFYJTUJOH JO TPNF
SFHJPOT 	
 *U JT IBSE UP JNBHJOF IPX UIFZ QBSUJUJPOFE UIFJS
TIBSFE SFTPVSDFT CVU JU DFSUBJOMZ TVHHFTUT B DSPXEFE TZTUFN JO
XIJDI UPQEPXO GPSDJOH XBT QSPCBCMZ FTTFOUJBM UP FOTVSF MPOH
UFSN TUBCJMJUZ
/PUBCMZ 1MFJTUPDFOF MBSHF NBNNBM DPNNVOJUZ DPNQPTJUJPO
JT SFNBSLBCMZ TUBCMF BU B DPOUJOFOUBM TDBMF PWFS BU MFBTU UIF MBTU
POF NJMMJPO ZFBST JO CPUI UIF 0ME BOE UIF /FX 8PSMET EFTQJUF
HMBDJBMJOUFSHMBDJBM GMVDUVBUJPOT JO DMJNBUF 	
 5IF BQQBSFOUMZ
MPOH UFSN BOE QFSTJTUFOU TUBCJMJUZ TVHHFTUT UIF FYJTUFODF PG SJDI
BOE DPNQMFY DPNNVOJUJFT UIBU JODMVEFE NVMUJQMF TQFDJFT BU EJG
GFSFOU USPQIJD MFWFMT QMBZJOH TJNJMBS SPMFT 	SFEVOEBODJFT
 UIVT
FOIBODJOH UIFJS SFTJMJFODF JO UIF GBDF PG FOWJSPONFOUBM QFSUVS
CBUJPOT &YUBOU MBSHF NBNNBM DPNNVOJUJFT UIBU MBDL MBSHF BQFY
QSFEBUPST BSF PGUFO DIBSBDUFSJ[FE CZ SBQJE QPQVMBUJPO FYQBOTJPOT
BNPOH UIF MBSHF IFSCJWPSFT 'PS FYBNQMF JO &VSBTJB BOE /PSUI
"NFSJDB DFSWJE EFOTJUJFT XFSF PO BWFSBHF OFBSMZ TJY UJNFT HSFBUFS
JO BSFBT XJUIPVU XPMWFT DPNQBSFE UP BSFBT XJUI XPMWFT 	

5IFTF JNQSFTTJWF IFSCJWPSF JSSVQUJPOT DBO IBWF WFSZ OFHBUJWF
JNQBDUT PO WFHFUBUJPO BOE FDPTZTUFN TFSWJDFT BOE DBO SFTVMU JO
EFDMJOFT JO GMPSBM BOE GBVOBM CJPEJWFSTJUZ JG UIFZ PDDVS SFQFBUFEMZ
	 
 *G NFHBIFSCJWPSFT IBE OPU CFFO QSFEBUPSMJNJUFE UIF
1MFJTUPDFOF NJHIU CF FYQFDUFE UP IBWF CFFO DIBSBDUFSJ[FE CZ B
MPOHUFSN EFDMJOF JO FDPTZTUFN TUBCJMJUZ CVU UIFSF JT OP FWJEFODF
PG TVDI B HSBEVBM EFDMJOF *OTUFBE NFHBGBVOBM FYUJODUJPOT BSF
DPODFOUSBUFE DMPTF UP UIF 1MFJTUPDFOF)PMPDFOF USBOTJUJPO BOE
BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIF QSFTFODF PG IVNBOT 	

*NQMJDBUJPOT GPS UIF 'VUVSF
*U JT GBJS UP BTL XIZ XF TIPVME DBSF BCPVU UIF SPMF PG FYUJODU
QSFEBUPST JO UIFJS FDPTZTUFNT 8IBU CFBSJOH EPFT JU IBWF PO DVS
SFOU TUSVHHMFT UP QSFTFSWF CJPEJWFSTJUZ 0OF BOTXFS JT UIBU NBOZ
PG UIF TQFDJFT XF BSF NPTU DPODFSOFE BCPVU QSFTFSWJOH FWPMWFE
EVSJOH PS QSJPS UP UIF 1MFJTUPDFOF BOE UIVT EJE TP VOEFS WFSZ
EJGGFSFOU DPOEJUJPOT GSPN UIF QSFTFOU "T B SFTVMU BTQFDUT PG UIFJS
CFIBWJPS BOE NPSQIPMPHZ NBZ CF CFUUFS FYQMBJOFE BT B SFTQPOTF
UP BODJFOU SBUIFS UIBO DVSSFOU TFMFDUJPO QSFTTVSFT 4FDPOE JT UIBU
TUVEJFT PG UIF 1MFJTUPDFOF SFWFBM UIBU UIF QMBOFU XBT DBQBCMF PG
TVTUBJOJOH NVDI NPSF TQFDJFTದSJDI DPNNVOJUJFT UIBU JODMVEFE
B HSFBUFS QSPQPSUJPO PG NFHBGBVOB UIBO BSF GPVOE UPEBZ 	

*U BQQFBST UIBU UIF DPNQMFYJUZ PG UIFTF DPNNVOJUJFT BOE UIFJS
USPQIJD EFQUI FTQFDJBMMZ UIF QSFTFODF PG MBSHF BQFY QSFEBUPST
DPOUSJCVUFE UP UIFJS TUBCJMJUZ BOE UIF TBNF XPVME BQQMZ UP UIF
NBOZ NPSF BODJFOU DPNNVOJUJFT UIBU JODMVEFE NFHBIFSCJWPSFT











































































































































TJCMF CVU UIFJS SFDPSE PG TVDDFTT DPNQFMT VT UP NBJOUBJO UIF EJWFS
TJUZ XF IBWF BOE SFCVJME JU XIFSF GFBTJCMF 	FH SFXJMEJOH
 5IFO BT
OPX JU JT MJLFMZ UIBU MBSHF QSFEBUPST JOGMVFODFE UIFJS DPNNVOJUJFT
WJB USPQIJD DBTDBEFT UIBU GBWPSFE CJPEJWFSTJUZ JODMVEJOH JODSFBTFE
TDBWFOHJOH PQQPSUVOJUJFT UIF DSFBUJPO PG SFGVHFT GSPN IFSCJWPSZ
GPS QMBOUT BOE DPOTFRVFOU FOIBODFE FOWJSPONFOUBM IFUFSPHFOF
JUZ BOE TUBCJMJUZ 	 
 5IF MBUF 1MFJTUPDFOF FYUJODUJPO PG UIF
MBSHFTU PG UIFTF IZQFSDBSOJWPSFT BMNPTU DFSUBJOMZ SFTVMUFE GSPN
UIF EJTBQQFBSBODF PG UIFJS QSFGFSSFE QSFZ JODMVEJOH MBSHF FRVJET
CPWJET BOE XF BSHVF ZPVOH NFHBIFSCJWPSFT *U JT QSPCBCMZ OPU
B DPJODJEFODF UIBU TQPUUFE IZFOBT BOE MJPOT IBWF QFSTJTUFE JO
"GSJDB BMPOHTJEF NFHBIFSCJWPSFT XIJMF EJTBQQFBSJOH GSPN NPSF
OPSUIFSO MBUJUVEFT 8JUI B HSPXJOH BXBSFOFTT PG UIF QSFWBMFODF
PG UPQEPXO GPSDJOH XF BSF KVTU CFHJOOJOH UP VOEFSTUBOE UIF
FDPMPHJDBM BOE FWPMVUJPOBSZ MJOLBHFT BNPOH UIFTF MBSHFNBNNBMT
BOE TUVEJFT PG UIFJS JOUFSBDUJPOT PO FWPMVUJPOBSZ UJNFTDBMFT BSF BO
JNQPSUBOU QJFDF PG UIF QV[[MF
!#+./7,%$'%-%.43 7E ARE GRATEFUL TO THE ORGANIZERS OF THE  CON
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 AND THE MEMBERS OF "66ಬS
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 .FHBIFSCJWPSFT UIF JOGMVFODF PG WFSZ MBSHF CPEZ TJ[F PO FDPMPHZ
	$BNCSJEHF 6OJWFSTJUZ 1SFTT $BNCSJEHF

 4JODMBJS "3&.EVNB 4 #SBTIBSFT +4 	
 1BUUFSOT PG QSFEBUJPO JO B EJWFSTFQSFEBUPSದQSFZ
TZTUFN /BUVSF  ದ
 $BSCPOF $ .BDF (. 3PCFSUT 4$ .BDEPOBME %8 	
 &OFSHFUJD DPOTUSBJOUT PO UIF EJFU
PG DBSOJWPSFT /BUVSF  	

 5VSOFS " "OUµO. 	
 5IF #JH $BUT BOE UIFJS 'PTTJM 3FMBUJWFT 	$PMVNCJB 6OJWFSTJUZ 1SFTT
/FX :PSL

 "OUµO . 	
 4BCFSUPPUI 	*OEJBOB 6OJWFSTJUZ 1SFTT #MPPNJOHUPO */

 4BOEPN $ FU BM 	
 .BNNBM QSFEBUPS BOE QSFZ TQFDJFT SJDIOFTT BSF TUSPOHMZ MJOLFE BU
NBDSPTDBMFT &DPMPHZ 	

 1FSFJSB -. 0XFO4NJUI 3. .PM«PO . 	
 'BDVMUBUJWF QSFEBUJPO BOE TDBWFOHJOH CZ
NBNNBMJBO DBSOJWPSFT TFBTPOBM SFHJPOBM BOE JOUSB HVJME DPNQBSJTPOT .BNNBM 3FWJFX

 5BNCMJOH $+ .JOOJF - "EFOEPSGG + ,FSMFZ (*) 	
 &MFQIBOUT GBDJMJUBUF JNQBDU PG MBSHF
QSFEBUPST PO TNBMM VOHVMBUF QSFZ TQFDJFT #BTJD "QQMJFE &DPMPHZ ದ
 "CSBNT ( #FMMP 4. %J .PEJDB , 1JSTPO 4 #POKFBO % 	
 8IFO /FBOEFSUIBMT VTFE
DBWF CFBS 	6STVT TQFMBFVT
 SFNBJOT CPOF SFUPVDIFST GSPN VOJU  PG 4DMBEJOB $BWF 	#FMHJVN

2VBUFSOBSZ *OUFSOBUJPOBM 
 1BMNRWJTU 1 .BSUJOF[/BWBSSP # "SSJCBT " 	
 1SFZ TFMFDUJPO CZ UFSSFTUSJBM DBSOJWPSFT JO
B MPXFS 1MFJTUPDFOF QBMFPDPNNVOJUZ 1BMFPCJPMPHZ  ದ
 .D%POBME )( 1FMJLBO 4 	
 .BNNPUIT BOE NZMPEPOUT FYPUJD TQFDJFT GSPN UXP EJGGFS
FOU DPOUJOFOUT JO /PSUI "NFSJDBO 1MFJTUPDFOF GBVOBT2VBUFSOBSZ *OUFSOBUJPOBM  
 4UPDL $ )BSSJT +. 	
 3BODIP -B #SFB B SFDPSE PG 1MFJTUPDFOF MJGF JO $BMJGPSOJB/BUVSBM
)JTUPSZ .VTFVN PG -PT "OHFMFT $PVOUZ 4DJFODF 4FSJFT /P 
 )BZXBSE .8  ,FSMFZ (*) 	
 1SFZ QSFGFSFODFT BOE EJFUBSZ PWFSMBQ BNPOHTU "GSJDBhT
MBSHF QSFEBUPST 4PVUI "GSJDBO +PVSOBM PG 8JMEMJGF 3FTFBSDI 
 +PVCFSU % 	
 )VOUJOH CFIBWJPVS PG MJPOT 	1BOUIFSB MFP
 PO FMFQIBOUT 	-PYPEPOUB
BGSJDBOB
 JO UIF $IPCF /BUJPOBM 1BSL #PUTXBOB "GSJDBO +PVSOBM PG &DPMPHZ  
 -PWFSJEHF "+ )VOU +& .VSJOEBHPNP ' .BDEPOBME %8 	
 *OGMVFODF PG ESPVHIU PO
QSFEBUJPO PG FMFQIBOU 	-PYPEPOUB BGSJDBOB
 DBMWFT CZ MJPOT 	1BOUIFSB MFP
 JO BO "GSJDBO
XPPEFE TBWBOOBI +PVSOBM PG ;PPMPHZ 
 3VHHJFSP 3( 	
 0QQPSUVOJTUJD QSFEBUJPO PO FMFQIBOU DBMWFT "GSJDBO +PVSOBM PG &DPMPHZ

 8JUUFNFZFS ( %BCBMMFO % 3BTNVTTFO ) ,BIJOEJ 0 %PVHMBT)BNJMUPO * 	
 %FNP
HSBQIJD TUBUVT PG FMFQIBOUT JO UIF 4BNCVSV BOE #VGGBMP 4QSJOHT /BUJPOBM 3FTFSWFT ,FOZB
"GSJDBO +PVSOBM PG &DPMPHZ 
 %BWJETPO ; FU BM 	
 4FBTPOBM EJFU BOE QSFZ QSFGFSFODF PG UIF "GSJDBO MJPO JO B XBUFSIPMF
ESJWFO TFNJBSJE TBWBOOB 1-P4 0/& 	
 F EPJ KPVSOBM
 #SBJO $ 'PSHF 0 &SC 1 	
 -JPO QSFEBUJPO PO CMBDL SIJOPDFSPT 	%JDFSPT CJDPSOJT
 JO
&UPTIB /BUJPOBM 1BSL "GSJDBO + &DPMPHZ ದ
 (PEEBSE + 	
 )PNF SBOHF CFIBWJPVS BOE SFDSVJUNFOU SBUFT PG UXP CMBDL SIJOPDFSPT
QPQVMBUJPOT &BTU "GSJDBO 8JMEMJGF +PVSOBM 
 4BMOJDLJ + 5FJDINBOO . 8JMTPO 7+ .VSJOEBHPNP ' 	
 4QPUUFE IZBFOBT $SPDVUB
DSPDVUB QSFZ PO OFXCPSO FMFQIBOU DBMWFT JO )XBOHF OBUJPOBM 1BSL ;JNCBCXF ,PFEPF 
 1PXFS +3 $PNQJPO 394 	
 -JPO QSFEBUJPO PO FMFQIBOUT JO UIF 4BWVUJ $IPCF /BUJPOBM
1BSL #PUTXBOB "GSJDBO ;PPMPHZ 	

 5SJOLFM. 	
$MJNBUF WBSJBCJMJUZ IVNBOXJMEMJGF DPOGMJDU BOE QPQVMBUJPO EZOBNJDT PG MJPOT
1BOUIFSB MFP /BUVSXJTTFOTDIBGUFO ದ
 )B[[BI -.VMEFS.# 'SBOL - 	
 -JPOT BOE XBSSJPST TPDJBM GBDUPST VOEFSMZJOH EFDMJOJOH
"GSJDBO MJPO QPQVMBUJPOT BOE UIF FGGFDU PG JODFOUJWFCBTFE NBOBHFNFOU JO ,FOZB #JPMPHJDBM
$POTFSWBUJPO 
 $FMFTJB (( 1FUFSTPO "5 1FUFSIBOT +$, (OPTLF 51 	
 $MJNBUF BOE MBOETDBQF
DPSSFMBUFT PG "GSJDBO MJPO EFNPHSBQIZ "GSJDBO +PVSOBM PG &DPMPHZ 	

 4JLFT 4, 	
 5IF /BUVSBM )JTUPSZ PG UIF "GSJDBO &MFQIBOU 	8FJEFOGFME BOE /JDIPMTPO
-POEPO

 $PPQFS 4. 	
0QUJNBM IVOUJOH HSPVQTJ[F  UIF OFFE GPS MJPOT UP EFGFOE UIFJS LJMMT BHBJOTU
MPTT UP TQPUUFE IZBFOBT "GSJDBO +PVSOBM PG &DPMPHZ 	

 $SFFM 4 $SFFM /. 	
 5IF "GSJDBO 8JME %PH #FIBWJPVS &DPMPHZ BOE $POTFSWB
UJPO	1SJODFUPO 6OJWFSTJUZ 1SFTT 1SJODFUPO /+

 ,SPGFM . ,PT * +FSJOB , 	
 5IF OPCMF DBUT BOE UIF CJH CBE TDBWFOHFST FGGFDUT PG
EPNJOBOU TDBWFOHFST PO TPMJUBSZ QSFEBUPST #FIBW &DPM 4PDJCJPM 	

 4DIBMMFS (# 	
 5IF 4FSFOHFUJ -JPO " 4UVEZ PG 1SFEBUPSದ1SFZ 3FMBUJPOT 	6OJWFSTJUZ PG
$IJDBHP 1SFTT $IJDBHP *-

 3JQQMF8+ FU BM 	
 4UBUVT BOE FDPMPHJDBM FGGFDUT PG UIF XPSMEಬT MBSHFTU DBSOJWPSFT 4DJFODF
 ದ
 7VDFUJDI + 1FUFSTPO 308BJUF 5 	
 3BWFO TDBWFOHJOH GBWPVST HSPVQ GPSBHJOH JO XPMWFT
"OJNBM #FIBWJPVS 
 7BO 7BMLFOCVSHI # 	
 $PTUT PG DBSOJWPSZ UPPUI GSBDUVSF JO 1MFJTUPDFOF BOE SFDFOU
DBSOJWPSBOT #JPMPHJDBM +PVSOBM PG UIF -JOOFBO 4PDJFUZ  ದ
 'MPXFS -0) 4ISFWF %$ 	
 "O JOWFTUJHBUJPO PG QBMBFPEJFUBSZ WBSJBCJMJUZ JO &VSPQFBO
1MFJTUPDFO DBOJET 2VBUFSOBSZ 4DJFODF 3FWJFXT 
 3JQQMF 8+ 7BO 7BMLFOCVSHI # 	
 -JOLJOH UPQEPXO GPSDFT UP UIF 1MFJTUPDFOF NFHBGBV
OBM FYUJODUJPOT #JPTDJFODF 	
ದ
 $BSCPOF $ FU BM 	
 1BSBMMFMT CFUXFFO QMBZCBDLT BOE 1MFJTUPDFOF UBS TFFQT TVHHFTU
TPDJBMJUZ JO BO FYUJODU TBCSFUPPUI DBU 4NJMPEPO #JPMPHZ -FUUFST 
 .D$BMM 4 /BQMFT 7 .BSUJO -% 	
 "TTFTTJOH CFIBWJPS JO FYUJODU BOJNBMT XBT 4NJMPEPO
TPDJBM #SBJO #FIBWJPS BOE &WPMVUJPO ದ
 %JFESJDI $ 	
 "O *DF "HF TQPUUFE IZFOB $SPDVUB DSPDVUB TQFMBFB 	(PMEGVTT 

QPQVMBUJPO UIFJS FYDSFNFOUT BOE QSFZ GSPN UIF MBUF 1MFJTUPDFOF IZFOB EFO PG UIF 4MPVQ $BWF
JO UIF .PSBWJBO ,BSTU $[FDI 3FQVCMJD )JTUPSJDBM #JPMPHZ 	

 -JTUFS ". 	
 "HF QSPGJMF PG NBNNPUIT JO B MBUF 1MFJTUPDFOF IZBFOB EFO BU ,FOUಬT
$BWFSO %FWPO &OHMBOE 1SPDFFEJOHT PG UIF *OUFSOBUJPOBM $POGFSFODF PO .BNNPUI 4JUF
4UVEJFT 1VCMJDBUJPOT JO "OUISPQPMPHZ  FE 8FTU % 	6OJWFSTJUZ PG ,BOTBT -BXSFODF ,4

QQ 
 .BSFBO $8 &ISIBSEU $- 	
 1BMFPBOUISPQPMPHJDBM BOE QBMFPFDPMPHJDBM JNQMJDBUJPOT PG
UIF UBQIPOPNZ PG B TBCFSUPPUIಬT EFO +PVSOBM PG )VNBO &WPMVUJPO 
 .BSUJO -% /BQMFT 7 8IFFMFS )5 	
 %JE NBNNPUI IBWF OPOIVNBO QSFEBUPST 1SP
DFFEJOHT PG UIF *OUFSOBUJPOBM $POGFSFODF PO.BNNPUI 4JUF 4UVEJFT 1VCMJDBUJPOT JO "OUISPQPMPHZ
 FE 8FTU % 	6OJWFSTJUZ PG ,BOTBT -BXSFODF ,4
 QQ 
 +PIOTPO $/ 	
 %FUFSNJOBOUT PG MPTT PG NBNNBM TQFDJFT EVSJOH UIF MBUF 2VBUFSOBSZ
hNFHBGBVOBh FYUJODUJPOT MJGF IJTUPSZ BOE FDPMPHZ CVU OPU CPEZ TJ[F 1SPD 3 4PD -POE #

 'JTIFS %$  &YUJODUJPO PG QSPCPTDJEFBOT JO /PSUI "NFSJDB 5IF 1SPCPTDJEFB &WPMVUJPO
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